Throughout this note we fix a separable Hilbert space, &' which is of the form L2(M, &).
A self-adjoint semi-group, e-tA, is called positivity preserving if and only if e-tAu 3 0 for u > 0 or equivalently if 1 e-tAu 1 < e--tA 1 u 1 for any u. There are simple elegant criteria in terms of A for e--tA to be positivity preserving -these go back to Beurling and Deny [2] ; (see also Reed and Simon [7] ). Recently, Simon [I I] f ound that the positivity preserving property were equivalent to the pair of conditions: 
where sgn u = u* ( u 1-l (at points with u # 0 and sgn u = 0 if u = 0) and Q(.) denotes quadratic form domain. The special case of (1) in case A = --d was discovered and applied to self-adjointness problems by Kate [6] . Kate also found inequalities like (1) where the A on the right side is replaced by another operator B with A = --d and B = (iv + a)". Our goal here is translate this form of Kate's inequality into a "positivity" condition on semigroups.
We will consider the pair of conditions: 
for all u. One proof of (3) for the case just mentioned is that in [ 1 l] (see also [ 121) which was suggested to the author by Nelson: one writes an explicit formula for e-tB using Wiener path integrals and rto stochastic integrals, whence (3) follows by inspection. The only bar to extending this proof to arbitrary a E Li,, is verifying the Feynman-Kac-Ito formula for such a (this problem is discussed in [12] ). A second proof of (3) in this situation is available using the methods of this note. (IQ holds for arbitrary a EL;,,, . Proof. By the remark following theorem 1, we need only cheek(2) for u E Cam.
By an approximation argument, this holds if we know (2) when a E Corn. For such a, (2) is a result of Kato [6] . 1 Notes Added in Proof. 1 (3) for Schriidinger operators with arbitrary a E Lb, is solved in B. Simon, J. Optimization Theory Appl. 1 (1979) , to appear.
